
E Consultancy FAQ’s 

 

At this service, we are dedicated to providing a seamless experience of telephonic / Video 

consultancy with the Doctors to all SAIL Retired Employees. To help guide you through your online 

consultancy with us, we have compiled a list of frequently asked questions and provided answers 

below. If you don’t find your question, you are always welcome to contact us and we will get back to 

you as soon as possible. 

 

• Will my selected doctor solve my medical issues? 

Our doctors will give you the required medical opinion after diagnosis of your health issue. This will 

help you identify next steps which may include prescription or diagnostics tests or an advise 

 

• Will I get valid prescription? 

You will either get a prescription or suggestion for diagnostics tests or an advice from our doctors. 

 

• Is the consultation secure ? 

All your medical history & online consultation done on MDIndia is completely private & secure 

 

• What if I had to upload few reports asked by the doctor? 

You are given a free review option in which you can consult the same doctor with your reports. 

 

• How to get detailed answers for my health queries? 

When posting a health query to the doctors, make sure you have provided enough details for them 

to understand your problem. 

Details of the symptoms 

Details regarding current treatment and medications. 

Attach photos or medical reports, if any. 

 

• Can I use tele consultancy  on multiple devices? 

Yes, a user will be able to log in through multiple devices (Webpage, Android, & IOS app) at a time. 

 

• I do not know which specialty I should choose for my problem? 

If you are not aware of which specialty to post your query in, the moderation team will divert your 

query to the right doctor. 

 

• How to share previous history and consultation documents with my doctor when I post a query? 

The user will have to upload files in step 2 while posting a query or to book a consultation. 

 

• Will I receive the doctor’s answer in my email? 

The user will be notified via email once their query has been answered. They will have to log in to 

their official account to see the answer. 

 

• How will I know if my Appointment has been confirmed ? 

You will be notified via Email and SMS once your Appointment has been save in portal. 



 

• How do I speak to a doctor over the phone? 

You will be able to speak with a doctor over the phone by booking a phone consultation. 

 

• Will my phone number be revealed during a phone consultation? 

During a phone consultation, neither the doctor nor the user will be able to give the personal 

contact details of the other party. The call will be connected through an anonymous calling system. 

P.S. You would receive a call from our voice room _______ that will connect your call with the 

Doctor. Do save this number in your phone as 'tele consultancy voice room'. 

 

• How do I get a reminder for a phone or video consultation? 

Once the user books a slot for Phone or Video consultation, they will receive a confirmation email. 

Apart from this, they will receive an SMS to their registered mobile number 15 minutes before the 

consultation. 

 

• Doctor Selection 

Can I choose my own doctor? 

Yes, a user can select a specific doctor for a query, chat or consultation. The user can choose their 

doctors in “Doctors” tab using on search functionality. 

 

• How do I search for a doctor? 

You can search for a specific doctor registered on our portal in the Doctors page. This page will also 

provide you the option to filter doctors based on your requirements. 

 

• How do I approach the same doctor to consult again or after sometime? 

You will find the option to post follow-up queries to the same doctor under each query chain. Your 

profile will display the list of all doctor profiles you have consulted so far as well. 

 

• How do I make a payment? 

It will deducted from your balance sum insured of OPD, 

E Consultancy Charges  

• General Consultancy Charges – INR 100 

• Specialist Consultancy Charges– INR 400 

 

• What should I do if I do not receive an OTP SMS? 

In such a case, you can contact the support team via the support chat box on the site or by emailing 

them to sail@mdindia.com 

 

• What are your hours of operation? 

Our website is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.. 

 

• Are the specialists available 24/7? 

Our specialists are available for consultation from 9AM to 9PM on all the 7 days of the week 



• It says "All doctors are busy now". When will I get a slot for consultation? How long should I wait 

before trying again?  

You might be getting this message because all our doctors are busy at the moment. Try starting a 

chat in another 10 mins. 

 

 

• How can a doctor provide me with advice without seeing me in person? 

Your Specialist will video call you for a consultation. You discuss all your symptoms and conditions 

with the specialist over the video call. This helps in better diagnosis and consultation. 

 

• Lost internet connectivity mid chat. What happens to my payment? Can I continue the chat later? 

Yes you can continue the chat (given you regain connectivity in the appointment window; else you 

can initiate a new chat). We will help you connect to a specialist without any extra cost. 

 

• I missed my appointment. What should I do now? 

You must initiate another appointment and mention that you missed your appointment. We will 

help you book an appointment on the next available time slot.  


